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Chronic Subjective Dizziness (CSD) Terminology:



The disorder has many other terms like: 1) Phobic postural vertigo (PPV). 2) Psychogenic dizziness. 3) Persistent postural perceptual dizziness. Definition:



 It is a neuro-otologic condition with psychiatric elements in which the patient complaint from postural dizziness and fluctuating unsteadiness that are provoked by environmental or social stimuli (eg, crossing bridges; descending staircases; exposure to busy streets, stores, or crowds)  The disorder may be triggered initially by vestibular disorders, medical illnesses, or psychological stress. Epidemiology:



 Age: adolescence to late adulthood (40-50ys)  Gender: 70% of patients are females  Psychiatric co-morbidity was found in 93% of patients. Symptomatology:



 Persistent (>3 months) sensation of non-vertiginous dizziness: the patient may use one or more of the following descriptions:  Lightheadedness  Heavy headedness  Imbalance that not apparent to others  Spinning sensation inside the head without movement of the visual field.  Rocking sensation  Movement of the floor.  Feeling of dissociation from ones environment.  Hypersensitivity to motion (own motion or motion of objects in the environment) 1
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 Exacerbation of symptoms with complex visual stimuli and precision visual tasks (shopping in mall, reading and using a computer).  Changing posture affects symptoms: it become more severe when standing and walking and least severe when sitting. Comorbid / predisposing psychiatric factors:



 Patients with CSD may have a psychiatric element before onset of the dizziness or the dizziness itself causes a psychiatric problem.  Behavioral factors contribute to CSD is 3 ways:  Anxiety and introversion predispose patients to develop CSD after triggering event.  Anxiety about the physical symptoms produces hypervigilance (enhanced state of sensory sensitivity accompanied by an exaggerated intensity of behaviors whose purpose is to detect threats).



 Anxiety and depression add to the morbidity  These psychiatric elements causes failure of re-adaptation process after acute dizziness occurs making the dizziness become a chronic problem for the patient (see the theory of SCD). Most common triggers of CSD are:



      



Vestibular disorder (peripheral or central): in 25% of CSD cases Vestibular migraine : in 20% of CSD cases Panic attacks: in 20% of CSD cases. Generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) : in 15% of CSD cases Mild traumatic brain insult (TBI): in 10% of CSD cases Dysautonomias (malfunction of the Autonomic Nervous System): 7% Others: Dysrythmias, drugs….. (1-2%)



Theoretical model of CSD



 A precipitating event causes acute dizziness, then it triggers an acute adaptation to maintain balance function to the greatest extent possible.  Acute adaptation depends on 3 main mechanisms (see the figure)  Under normal circumstances, full recovery of neuro-otologic, medical, and behavioral function is expected. 2
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 With presence of predisposing factors, postural control systems may be pulled into a perpetual state of failed re-adaptation manifested by hypersensitivity to provocative motion stimuli.  Hypersensitivity to motion with high risk postural control strategies turns the benign circumstances into dangerous situations for the patient.  Predisposing factors also increase the risk of developing behavioral/psychiatric comorbidity.



Predictors of poor outcomes (transition from acute vertigo to CSD):



 High baseline anxiety at vertigo onset.  Hypervigilance over vestibular symptoms  Catastrophic thinking about possible outcomes. Classification of CSD (4 types): 1) CSD with anxiety:



 Otogenic CSD:  the condition starts with acute transient vestibular impairment (BPPV, VN…) then an anxiety disorder occurs.  It shows less panic and minor anxiety
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 Interactive:  The patient has already anxiety disorder before onset of vertigo.  The vertigo exacerbates the anxiety so the SCD develops  Psychogenic CSD:  A patient without physical disorder develops dizziness as a part from their primary anxiety disorder.  In this type the panic disorder dominates 2) CSD with migraine:



 CSD occurs in 20% of active migraine patients  In these cases TTT is recommended to be directed to headache, anxiety and vestibular complaint. 3) CSD with dysautonomias:



 may cause pre-syncope / syncope.  It may occurs with TBI  symptoms occurs after exertion (aerobic exercise) 4) CSD with other neurological disorders:



 CSD may occur after many other neurological insults, for example: postconcussion, insomnia, memory problems and depression. Diagnosis of CSD



 History taking  Self-report measures of anxiety and dizziness handicap  Bedside testing.  Vestibular tests. History taking and questionnaire:



 The routine history taking of any dizzy patient including onset, course, duration, nature of dizziness, precipitating factors……etc.  3 important questions should be answered:  Dose the patient has an active vestibular impairment now.  If there is an impairment, does it explain completely the patient complaints.  Does the patient reported distress or behavioral changes (either to the physician or in a questionnaire). 4
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Bedside and vestibular tests:



 The aim here is to detect if there is any vestibular insult (peripheral/central, new/chronic, compensated/not).  In otogenic CSD vestibular assessment may show +ve finding as nystagmus, caloric weakness….etc.  In sensory organization test the SCD patient shows:  Anxious patients may demonstrate subtle vestibular impairment.  Panic patients will sway at rest (in condition 1).  SCD patients may show aphysiologic pattern of SOT  They also shows pattern of visual and somatosensory dependence  Thy do poorly in trials 3 and 4 where vision and somatosensation are distorted or misleading. Treatment:



 Medical  VRT  Cognitive behavioral therapy Medical TTT:



 Depends on anxiolytic & antidepressants even if psychological elements are not present or dominate.  Drugs used: selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRI, e.g. Prozac) and serotonin norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors (SNRI, e.g. Effexor)  Protocol :  Start with ¼ initial dose for major depression  Titrated over 2-4 weeks to reach ½ therapeutic dose for depression  High doses are only needed for sever anxiety.  Treatment should continue 8-12 weeks before its effect can be observed.  Successful treatment is best maintained for a minimum of 1 year, longer for patients with persistent neuro-otologic or psychiatric disorders.  Patients not responding to one medication, may response to another.
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 Outcomes:  Dizziness symptoms decrease by at least 50% in about 80% of patients who completed 12 weeks of TTT.  Anxiety and depression also shows improvement. VRT:



 In CSD, it operates primarily as a habituation or desensitization paradigm (not compensation) to reverse classically conditioned hypersensitivity to motion stimuli and conditioned alterations in gait and stance.  Protocol: (different from acute insult)  Start with less intense exercises and increase gradually to avoid exacerbated symptoms and stoppage of it by the patient.  Should include visual flow and complex visual stimuli (  Should include indoor and outdoor settings.  Duration: 3-6 months.  Outcomes:  60% to 80% of patients reported reduced severity of vestibular symptoms, increased mobility, and enhanced daily function.  Also effective in reducing anxiety and depressive symptoms  In practice, VRT is a primary therapeutic option for CSD, with or without treatment using an SSRI or SNRI. Cognitive behavioral therapy:



 It shows medium effect for reducing dizziness.  No effect on anxiety or depression ***** sources: 1. Chronic Subjective Dizziness: lecture by prof. Gary Jacobson, April 2016, on www.audiologyonline.com 2. Chronic Subjective Dizziness. (Staab JP, 2012)
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